Proofreading
by Wordy®
Wordy enables you to create great content by offering
real-time, human proofreading of everything from emails
and business reports to academic texts.

<10 min.
10 - 60 min.
1 - 8 hours

With proofreaders in all major time zones we
provide best-of-web turnaround times at great prices.
Wordy’s proofreading service includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Correct grammar and spelling
Appropriate words
Real-time access to editors
Reliable punctuation and consistency
Logical structure
True 24h service, 7 days a week.

Order pick-up time

We continuously test and review our proofreaders to give
you the best possible end result.
In addition, the average Wordy proofreader has eight years’
experience, 11% have a PhD, 7% an MSc, 24% an MA, 25% a
BA and 9% a BSc.
Featured proofreading clients
Order delivery time
per 1,000 words

Proofreading ROI
Seen from an ROI perspective it’s hard to overestimate the
benefits of proofreading. With a relatively small investment,
outsourced proofreading frees up the time of highly paid
knowledge workers and saves you from costly rewrites or
even liability claims.
All writers make mistakes which makes creating high-quality content a process that requires more than one person.

Difference between estimate
and actual delivery time

Clever companies and individuals recognise this and use
proofreading to reduce cycle times and remove the risk of
embarrassment.

Create your free account on https://wordy.com/register/

Wordy is a member of our team.
Any time, just when you need one.
Jan Horna, ConcertIn.com
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Real, professional editors

All editors on Wordy are native language speakers and are continuously tested and peer-reviewed.

Real, professional editing

Edit multiple file formats including Word, PowerPoint, Excel, PDF and ODT.
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